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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT ...
Dear Members,
* A reminder that our next club meeting will be Saturday, May 5th at
the Mensona KC show . I hope as many of you as can will attend . Among
the items to be discussed will be future judges for our Specialty . You
will be receiving information on this from the secretary soon if not
already.
Recently we shipped two puppies by air to their new homes which were
out of state. After talking it over with the new owners we decided to
ship the puppies as freight on United Airlines. United offered the
non-stop flights we sought at a convenient time . They would also ship
the puppies freight collect. In order to get the flights we wanted I
had to use two different airports.
When the day arrived that a puppy was to fly , we got to the airport
about one and a half hours before the flight was due to take off , After
leaving the puppy in his crate at the freight office we went to the
departure gate to watch for the crate to be loaded on to the plane . I
like to see the puppy placed on the aircraft myself , This makes me feel
better about shipping them.
Once the plane has taken off, I call the people getting the puppy to
tell them it 1 s on its way. We then wait for that return call from the
new owner saying the puppy has arrived and all is well. In the case of
these two puppies , everything went well and both were all right.
If and when you ship puppies by freight, you should always look for
direct or non-stop flights . You don ' t want any changing of planes along
the way. The possibility of the dog not making the plane switch is
always there.
Better than shipping dogs or puppies as freight is to be able to fly
them with someone . It is a lot less expensive, but in most cases this
will not be an option available to you, The freight cost is determined
by the size of the crate your dog is in.
If you do decide to ship a dog or puppy by air, just plan ahead. You
want to assure conditions that are best for the dog .

Zinc Responsive Diseases

- Greg Shaw

Two skin diseases found in dogs can be treated sui:;cessfully with
oral zinc sulfate. Syndrome I is a genetic defect found in Malamutes
and Huskies ••••
Syndrome II primarily affects rapidly growing puppies being fed
zinc-deficient diets or excessive amounts of mineral and vitamin
supplements . Affected dogs develop thick crusting on their plana
nasale , footpads and pressure points . Oral zinc sulfate and a
corrected diet will treat Syndrome II.
- Karen Mariello , DVM
Veterinary Medicine
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Attention! Ahoy! Oyez! Achtung! Alors! Nota Bene!
HEY!
Article I (2) of the By-Laws states: "During the month of April,
the Treasurer shall send to each member a statement of dues for the
ensuing year", which latter runs from June 1 to May 30. We are saving
big bucks (postage) by using the Bugle for this purpose.
Dues are: $15 per year for family or couple membership and $10 for
single membership.
Please send a check payable to "NCIWC" to John Hays, Box 10B,
Comptche, CA 95427. As always, it will be most helpful - repeat
MOST HELPFUL - to do so promptly and without waiting for a reminder.
Thank you and take care!
John Hays
Treasurer

Inappropriate use of Ivermectin
Use of equine or bovine ivermectin preparations on dogs is risky. The
Center for veterinary adverse drug reaction reports that the largest
single number of reported adverse reactions were to ivermectin
administered to dogs. The report covered 213 dogs whose adverse
reactions included depression, lethargy, vomiting, anorexia, diarrhea,
fever, convulsion and hypersalivation. In dogs, anything other than
use as heartworm prevention is inappropriate for ivermectin. This is
the only indication for which the drug is approved and the dosage is
very small, much lower than in the preparations for large animals.
- Cornell Univ. Animal Health Newsletter
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEETING - FEBRUARY 18, 1990
The meeting was called to order at 9:48 A.M. by President Greg Shaw at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
in San Jose, California. Present were: Ken Taylor,
Russ Greene, Lynne Stuart, Maria Theresa Grotano,
Fred and Angie Pool-Harris, Ken & Karen Corriea,
Gary Winiger, Robin Burchett, Larry and Penny Worel,
Deana and Kelsey Worel, Ken and Carol Gabriel, Greg
and Marilyn Shaw and Janet and Linda Souza. Absent
were: Joan Sanford, John Hays and Suzanne McCombs.
MSP to approve the Minutes of the November 11, 1989
meeting as printed in the December Bugle.
SECRETARY'S REPORT - The following new applicants
were read: Susan & George Hedrick, Cindy & Roger
Portman and Marcia & Mike Walsh. MSP that all new
applicants read be accepted into the Club. Welcome!
TREASURER'S REPORT - In the absence of John Hays,
Secretary Linda Souza gave the following report:
Our bank balance as of 1/31/90 was $5,310.12.
Expenses coming up for the month would be the Bugle
and our newspaper ad which would total about $200.00.
Now that John Hays has retired from his law practice,
(yeah! ! ) the Club bank account has been moved to
Wells Fargo in Fort Bragg. Both John Hays and Linda
Souza are authorized to sign on the account.
FUN MATCH - The match will be held at the home of the
Souza's on Saturday, May 19, 1990. Tommy Abshire had
been asked to judge last September and accepted, however, it would still be necessary to reconfi:rm that
he would be able to come. Alternate judges are
available if necessary. A wonderful lasagne lunch
will be sold after the match as a fund raiser for the
Club. Premium lists will be mailed one month prior
to the Match. This will be a sanctioned B Match.
1990 SPECIALTY - Our specialty will be held on Saturday, September 15, 1990 in Petaluma, California.
Suzanne Mccombs, the Show Chainnan, has all details
arranged. Approval from the AKC should be forthcoming. Linda Souza will check on possible tent
rental for the Specialty. Linda Souza will also
check with Caroline Falconer regarding the set-up of
a computerized mailing list for the Specialty.
St.Patrick's Day Parade - The parade will be held on
Sunday, 3/11/90. We have requested an 8:00 A.M. show
time from Del Valle Kennel Club so members could show
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and march. Marchers would not have to meet until noon.
Marcia Weeks would be sending post cards to all members. Fred Pool-Harris offered to drive behind the
wolfhounds in the parade.
NEW BUSINESS - It was MSP to try 2 months in the
Original Services Breeder's Club referral service
at a cost of $70.00 to see what response is received.
It was MSP to send a $50.00 donation to the Canine
Defense Fund to be sent to the American Dog Owners
Assoc. for their continued efforts to prohibit breed
specific legislation concerning vicious dogs.
Greg Shaw suggested that a complete list of AKC Irish
Wolfhound judges be sent to the membership and each
member asked to pick their 10 top choices for our 1992
Specialty. This will give the Board a good selection
for choosing the five to be voted on by the membership.
The committee to determine the Club's charitable
contributions for the Club year ending June 1990 will
be selected at the next meeting and their decisions
will be announced at the annual meeting in June.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:20 A.M.
Respectfully subnitted,
Linda Souza - SECREI'ARY

*********************************************************+
A'ITENTION! !

A'ITENTION! !

A'ITENTION! !

A'ITENTION! !

The date of the next Board Meeting as been changed.
It was originally scheduled to be held at the home
of Ken & Carol Gabriel on Sunday, April 22, 1990
after the IW judging at the Sir Francis Drake Kennel
Club Show. It has been changed to Saturday, May 5,
1990 at the coffee shop of the El Rancho Tropicana
Hotel after the IW judging at the Mensona Kennel Club
Show in Santa Rosa, California. Judging time can be
gotten from Janet Souza after April 27th at (415)
851-4708.
PLEASE COME! !

ALL INTERESTED MEMBERS ARE WELCOME! !
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Two Cities KC
Judge: Frank Sabella

October 14,1989
5/6/2

BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,BOW,WB- Russell's Castlemaine Cybil - Russell
WO- Fleetwind Brogan - Brazelton
RWD- Mack of Limerick - Souza
RWB- Bailebrae Brighid At Emerald - Tyler/Grotano

San Gabriel Valley KC
Judge: Edward Gilbert, Jr,

November 4,19B9
8/10/5

BOB- Ch . Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS- Ch . MacCool 1 s Lady Molly Rose - Gamrat
BOW , WB- Carroy Molly 0 1 Magnum - Cowen
WO- Bailebrae Barbarossa - Pierson
RWD- Summerfield Tukon O'Heartsong - Temple
RWB- Bailebrae Merry Maiden - Temple

The Kennel Club of Riverside
Judge: Hobart Stephenson, Jr .

November 5,1989
10/1 1/5

BOB- Ch . Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
GROUP III - Judge: Robert Ward
BOS- Ch, MacCool 1 s Lady Molly Rose - Gamrat
BOW,WB- Bailebrae Merry Maiden - Temple
WO- Summerfield Tully Cu Rowan - Hughes
RWD- Jacob 0 1 Donal Del Sol - Leazer
RWB- Clarion Morgan's Memory - Kyle

Kings Kennel Club of California
Judge: Don Duerksen

March 29 ,1990
3/11/2

BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,WB- Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
BOW,WD- Powerscourt Jack Ryan - Powers
RWD- Knightwind ' s Black Magic - Stockham
RWB- Kaelyn's Promise of Limerick - Smith/Souza
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Richmond Dog Fanciers, Inc.
Judge: Mrs. Thomas Powers

March 3,1990
8/5/3

BOB- Ch. Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
GROUP II -Judge: Mrs. Thomas Powers
BOS,WB- Bailebrae Belleek - Grotano
BOW,WD- Seamus Cagney of Tara Hts. - Tara
RWO- Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
RWB- Bailebrae Kariad - Soares

Oakland Kennel Club
Judge: Robert Ward

March 4,1990
7/4/1

BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,WB- Tessie O'Shea of Tara Hts. - Tara
BOW,WD- Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
RWO- Tia's Ballykelly of Swords - Winsky/Oorotik
RWB- Scorpios Minerva Ryan 0 1 Pool - Pool- Harris

Del Valle Dog Club of .Livermore
Judge: Walter Pinsker

March 11,1990
6/8/2

BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,WB- Powerscourt Windy Hill Star - Salin
BOW,WO- Ballymor Windy Hill Dandy - Salin
RWD- Fleetwind Brogan - Brazelton/Thomasson
RWB- Scorpios Minerva Ryan 0 1 Pool - Pool-Harris

South Bay Kennel Club
Judge: H. Anthony Hodges

March 18, 1990
8/8/2

BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick

"HI, :Juose:!"

a
Sequoia Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. M. Lynwood Walton

March 30,1990

3/13/2
BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS , WB- Destiny Melody O'Mohr - Mccombs * FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP *
BOW , WD- Powerscourt Jack Ryan - Powers
RWD- Bailebrae The Master Murough - Stuart
RWB- Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
Sun Maid Kennel Club of Fresno, Inc.
Judge : Mrs. Catherine Burg

March 31,1990

4/11/5
BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS- Ch. MacCool's Lady Molly Rose - Gamrat
BOW.WO- Fleetwind Brogan - Brazelton/Thomasson *FINISHED
WB- Carroy Molly O'Magnum - Cowen
CHAMPIONSHIP*
RWD- Powerscourt Jack Ryan - Powers
RWB- Clarion Morgan's Memory - Kyle

Kern County Kennel Club, Inc .
Judge: Miss Diane Malenfant

April 1,1990

3/10/5
BOB- Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,WB- Singing Swords Ebony MacCool - Brown *FINISHED CHMPSHP*
BOW ,WD- Powerscourt Jack Ryan - Powers *FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP*
RWD- Bailebrae The Master Murough - Stuart
RWB- Kaelyn's Promise of Limerick - Smith/Souza

Sacrament o Kennel Club
Judge: Margaret Young Renihan

April 15,1990
2/3/2

BOB- Ch. Gri anan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
GROUP III - Judge: Robert Forsyth
BOS- Ch. Russell's Castlemaine Sybil - Russell
BOW,WB- Bailebrae Belleek - Grotano
WO- Roselynd Shane O'Tancer Wind - Smith
RWD- Bailebrae The Master Murough - Stuart
RWB- Tessie O'Shea of Tara Hts. - Tara

Santa Cruz Kennel Club
Judge : Dr. Jose Luis Payro
* BOW, WD- Knightwind's Rett Carrigan - Cate *

April B,1 990
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Animal Longevity
This is a continuation of an article sent in by Jane Kit Christie
from Longevity, February 1990, written by Gail Rosenblum. In the
February issue of the Hounds' Bugle, the article covered extending the
life and quality of life of pets using the technologies of Acupuncture
and Manipulation . It continues here, describing other technologies:

NE!IJI Pet Parts
Organ transplants aren't just for people any more . Researchers at
two of the nation 1 s top veterinary schools have reported promising
results from kidney transplants in cats and dogs . With the introduction
of the immunosuppressive drug cyclosporin for treating transplant
patients in the early 1980' s the idea of using the drug in animals
began to be explored .
The first animal [transplant] patient at Ohio State Univ . College of
Veterinary Medicine was Oden , a one-year-old Labrador mix who became
deathly ill after swallowing antifreeze . The kidney from a half sibling
was transplanted into Oden , and he lived for 22 months before dying
from drug-related complications . His half-sibling donor is still alive .
"It's not that difficult an operation to do," says Dennis Chew,
D.V.M. professor of veterinary internal medicine at Ohio State, noting
that veterinarians have an advantage in obtaining donor organs that
physicians in human medicine do not. "There are hundreds of animals
being put to sleep here in Columbus every month with relatively healthy
organs. The challenge is finding the right balance of drugs to suppress
the immune system," he says."If you give the animal too little of the
drug, the kidney is rejected. If you give too much, the animal dies
from infection."
At U.C.-Davis all but two of a dozen cats given kidney transplants
lived at least one additional year with "normal quality of life"; One
cat survived two years before dying of congestive heart failure. Of six
dogs with implanted kidneys, the longest survivor lived only an
additional seven months, "and they weren't a good seven months!" To
increase the success rate in dogs, owners are now required to find a
related donor (as was the case for Oden at Ohio State) to assure
tissue-type compatibility. The cost to pet owners for the surgery
averages $1,500.
Pacemakers
In many cases of severe heart disease, medication may not be enough
to keep the heart functioning properly. A pacemaker may be needed, so a
New York cardiologist, Dr. Tilley, president of Cardiopet, has set up a
pacemaker bank for animals . He finds heart pacemakers in hospitals
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after they have been removed from humans, as well as from pacemaker
companies discarding last year 1 s models. Secondhand pacemakers cost
about $450 and can last up to ten years.
Most animals receiving these devices are dogs. 80% recover and are
problem-free for at least six months. The average survival is three
ears, and one dog has lived with a pacemaker for nine years. The
success rate in cats is only about 25 percent because cats are so good
at hiding their dysfunctions until it's too late to help.

l'lagnetic Healing
After 14 years as a mainstream vet, Gloria Dodd, D.V.M., for the
past six years has been practicing an unconventional form of veterinary
medicine called pulsating magnetic field therapy.
"It reestablishes health
by balancing the entire body 1 s
electromagnetic field, 11 says Dodd, a holistic veterinarian practicing
in Danville, California. "It's energy balancing energy."
The procedure works like this: Dodd sets the animal within a heavy
plastic coil, about 30 inches in diameter, with copper wires inside .
The coil is attached to an electrical generator . Dodd dials in the the
intensity of the pulsating electromagnetic energy wave, cycles per
second and the duration of the treatments, which average 20 minutes.
"Many times the animal just falls asleep , 11 Dodd says. "It feels so
relieved."
She says the method works on two levels : On the energetic level, the
theory is that pulsting waves normalize aberrant electromagnetic waves
in the electromagnetic field of the animal, affecting every organ in
the animal 1 s body . On a physical level , the speculation is that the
pulsating magnetic field electrically pushes excess salts and
toxic-waste products , trapped between the cells, back into the
circulatory system, where they are carried away by the blood and lymph.
In t heir place , oxygen and nutrients move in, stimulating the body to
self-healing.
The cost averages $18 per treatment. Acute disorders such as feline
distemper require only one or two treatments; chronic problems such as
arthritis take several. "The beauty of this," Dodd says, "is that it's
like total body acupuncture treatment without needles." She claims that
animals with acute pain respond very well.
While enthusiastic , Dr. Dodd realizes her technique is considered
controversial. The AVMA emphasizes that magnetic field treatment is an
"alternative therapy" and recommends that a licensed veterinarian be
involved in diagnosing , prescribing and supervising its use with
animals. "It 1 s not recognized by the orthodox medical world because
it 1 s a whole new way of thinking, 11 says Dodd . But she says there is
"hard scientific evidence" of the existence of an electromagnetic field
that can be measured visually by a special camera using an electric
charge instead of light , and electronically by equipment that measures
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the actual output of every acupuncture point.
"Ninety percent of my clients bring their pets to me as a last
resort," Dodd says. "If I'd only get them earlier, I could have a much
higher rate of success."

•)

Haneopathy
The biggest problem William Winter, D. V. M. , has with conventional
medicine is that it relies too heavily on drugs and surgery. He is one
of 250 or more holistic veterinary practitioners in the U.S. While he
offers standard services such as vaccinations and flea treatments, most
of Winters work consists of homeopathy , herbal medicine , healing with
gemstones and nutritional and behavioral counseling.
"Greater than half of all animal problems are behavioral problems,
which lead to physical problems," Winter maintains. "Allergies, bladder
infections, vomiting, diarrhea - they're often stress-induced, just
like in humans ." Much of Winter's practice involves homeopathy, an
ancient practice that i s supposed to heal on the principle of "like
cures like" . For example, . a bee sting is treated homeopathically with
highly diluted bee venom. The healing stones he uses (such as ruby,
turquoise , agate and amethyst) have, he claims , different wavelengths
helpful in healing.
Although the AVMA considers holist ic medicine "unconventional and
controversial," Ralph Richardson , D.V.M., chairman of the clinical
science department at the School of Veterinary Medicine at Purdue Univ.
contends that "there are some aspects of holistic medicine that we need
to take seriously. For example, we're interested in looking at ways to
encourage animals 1 own immune systems to respond to tumor cells and
recognize them as foreign. These ways could come from holistic
medicine."
In the case of using plants or herbs in healing , he adds, "many
plants can have an anticancer activity. I have no problem with that
approach, but I don 1 t think it should be used for people 1 s pets - or
for people - when the science behind the method is not at least
partially understood."
Before proceeding with holistic medicine or any of these other
modalities, Richardson 1 s advice is this: Get a second opinion. "That 1 s
part of our veterinary standard of practice. We're here for the health
and welfare of animals. It's ethical that we would provide the
information we have about that pet to another practitioner."
Winter adds that neither drugs nor surgery nor homeopathy will be
effective without one ingredient: love. "Dogs or cats have to have a
will to live. Without that, all the good stuff in the world won't save
them."
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PUPPY PROCLAMATION
O' POOL I.W's

To LILLI AND HERA~ 5 DAUGHTERS AND 3 SONS.
3.21 .9 0

LILLI O'HEGH OF TARA HEIGHTS

9.11.85

SCORPIOS HERA RYAN O'PooL

11. 3 .87

CH. LocHLIN OF TARA HEIGHTS
{
PENELOPE OF TARA HEIGHTS

{

STEPPE.NWOLF's O'RYAN·
DESTINY SCORPIOS JUNO O'SHAW

Fred & Angie Pool-Harris, Penngrove, ca . 94951

(707)795-7026
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NaI'IFICATION OF ADDITION.AL NOMINATIONS
The following additional nomination has been received
to the Nominating Comnittee's slate chosen for the
1990/91 Club year:
Board Position - Maria Theresa Grotano
Secret ballots will be distributed in mid May for
this e l ection. The new officers and board will
be announced at our annual meeting on Saturday,
June 9 , 1990 and will take over their :positions at
that time.

*****************************************************
NCIWC 1990 SPECIALTY FUN MATCH
SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1990
SANCTIONED B MATCH - PENDING AKC CONFIRMATION
at the home of the Souza's
in Woodside, California
We are sorry to have to re:port that Torrmy Abshire
will not be able to judge our match, however, we
are very fortunate to have Mr. Roy Stenrnark coming
to judge for us. Mr. Stenrnark is currently in the
process of applying for Irish Wolfhounds with the
AKC. He is currently approved to judge all Working
breeds, Dandies, Min. Schnauzers, Ihasas, Jr. Showmanship, Best in Show and the Working Group. His
wife, Betty-Anne Stenrnark,is also licensed for a
number of breeds including Irish Wolfhounds. Mr.
Stenrnark was delighted to receive this assignment
and is very mu.ch looking forward to judging our dogs.
We will offer a pre-match handling class for any
novice handlers and/or dogs who would like some
helpful hints and practice.
We will also be selling a fabulous lasagne lunch
after the match at a reasonable price as a fund
raiser.
Premium lists will be mailed by April 19th.
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San Francisco

St. Patrick's Day Parade
by Carol Gabriel

Leading the parade this year we had Ken Gabriel and Roger Major (my
brother) proudly carrying our club banner. Fallowing close behind,
wearing their green and white, were Ruth Loesch, Aggie Tara, Ginny
Fink, Rita Blaine and her husband Boudewijn Boom, Mike and Marcia
Walsh, Jennifer Major and her friend Laura Wagner , Marci Weeks, Angie
Pool-Harris and yours truly. Driving our escort van was Fred
Pool-Harris.
Eleven gentle giants made quite a hit in the big city! All the
usual questions were asked again and again, but I heard a~ one!! A
darling little girl about 4 years old was hugging Eric. She looked up
at me and, very seriously, asked "Does your dog only like Irish
people?".
After the heavy rain on Saturday I really wondered if we'd stay dry
on Sunday. Well, the sun was shining bright and, except for a few
gusts of wind along the route, the day was picture perfect. Many of us
had already been to the Del Valle dog show in Pleasanton thanks to
Marci Weeks having arranged an early showing time, so it was a busy
day.
Along the way, a group of young men were overheard talking. One
said, "Those are BIG dogs!" Another one said, "Those aren't BIG
dogs; THEMS HUGE dogs!!"
Join us next year--

~~~~
N8111 Bloat Therapy

Conventional treatment for gastric dilatation-volvulus (bloat)
involves treating for shock and surgically repositioning the stomach;
it is only about 60 percent effective. Those odds soon may change for
the better, however, thanks to research by two Purdue University
veterinarians.
Gary Lantz, DVM, and Stephen Badylak, DVM,MD, have studied bloat
for more than two years. They say death from bloat may be caused by
reperfusion injury rather than the initial shock.
Reperfusion injury is chemical damage that occurs when oxygen-rich
blood is restored to tissues that had been deprived of blood. When
blood flow to the heart is restored, toxic oxygen radicals - poisons are released into the body.
The researchers say the key to increasing chances of survival is
treating the dog for shock and injecting either deferoxamine or
lazaroid, drugs that minimize or prevent reperfusion injury.
Ten veterinary schools are participating in a two- year study. It is
funded by the American Animal Hospital Association and American
Veterinary Medical Association .
- Ellen Rantz , Purdue Univ .
in Kennel Healthline
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Handling Your Wolfhound
By Jill Bregy
There is no greater thrill for the amateur than finishing his dog's
championship. If the dog is a good specimen of the breed this can be
done without too much trouble, if the owner does his homework. By that
I mean, working the dog 4 or 5 times a week so that he learns all
there is to know about that particular dog. Each dog is different and
each has to be shown differently.

Observing the judge:
The first step toward good handling is to observe the judge in
action in the ring. See what sort of pattern he is asking the dogs to
do. That is, are the dogs being gaited in a triangle, in an "L" or
straight down and back to the judge. Observe where you are to set up
when you go into the ring. Occasionally, the judge will have the dogs
move around the ring as soon as they enter; however in most instances,
the judge will expect you to set up your dog as soon as you get in the
ring.
Setting up your wolfhound
Starting with the front of the dog, put your right hand on the
collar to keep the head elevated and facing straight ahead. (The
direction of the head is important, as the head facing too much to the
right or left will make it impossible to set up the front correctly).
Now with your left hand, grasp the front leg at the elbow and lift
the leg, dropping the foot so that it is facing straight ahead. Now
switch hands, putting the collar in the left hand and use your right
hand on the elbow of the right leg and place this foot approximately
the same width as the chest away from the left foot.
Note: The front of your hound must be set up by manipulating the
direction of the feet from the elbow. Don't try to grab the dog in the
middle of the leg to set it up. Also note, even if your dog does not
have a perfectly straight front, you should set him up to appear as if
he does. (See Diagram A)
Diagram A

Correct

Jn correct

In addition to placing the ' front feet so that when viewed from the
front they are straight, the front legs should also be placed directly
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under the shoulder so that when viewed from
the side , the dog looks like Di agr am B.
Now to set up the rear . Your right hand
should maintain pressure on the collar, pulli ng the head up . (Keeping the head elevated
while working on the rear is important . If
the head drops forward or down, then you will
find it impossible to place the rear legs as
the dog will simply walk or lean forward.)

I

I1
+-

Diagram B

With your left hand, reach under the dog and grasp the left stifle,
putting your thumb on the inside middle of the stifle and your four
fingers wrapped around the edge of the stifle.(C) By exerting pressure
with your thumb into the inside of the stifle, you will be able to
pick up the dog ' s leg and control the direction of the movement.

To set up the right, or inside rear leg, I prefer to wrap my left

thumb and forefinger around the hock and lift and place the leg that
way. ( D )
It is important to remember that when setting up the rear legs, you
must lift the legs up and put them down. Don' t try to slide them
across the ground.
The rear legs should be set up so that from the hock to the ground
is a perpendicular line (see Diagram B). When viewed from the rear,
he dog's rear legs should be only slightly wider than the width
across his rump. The hocks should be set up so when viewed from the
rear, they look straight, not cow-hocked. A good rear can be set up by
a poor handler to look hocky; spreading the rear legs apart too much
often causes this. However a poor rear can be set up by a good handler
to look straight.

Correct

Incorrect

Diagram E will show what will happen when the front legs are set
too far forward and the rear legs extended too far back. Here is the
same dog we saw in Diagram B. Notice how the back has dipped, giving a
soft-backed appearance. Notice also how the stifle has become quite
straight through over-extension of the rear.
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Handling cont'd-

<-\

Diagram

E

}~

) ) Straightened
Front leg
stifle
pulled forward
Hock extended
too far
too far back

Once you have set the dog up, maintain slight pressure on the
collar to keep the dog steady. Look up at the judge to see if he is
ready to begin. Don't simply stare at your dog! Keep glancing between
the judge and your dog so that you can catch any directions the judge
might give you and also correct the dog if he should move. Now try to
relax and look self-assured. Keep your dog set up as the judge goes
over each dog in line. You may find the judge glancing back to compare
your dog to another dog, and you want to be ready. As the judge
approaches to go over your dog, you should move to the rear to give
him free movement at the head and shoulders. Unless the judge asks you
to relax the collar, try to maintain light pressure through the leash
so as to keep the dog steady. As the judge approaches the rear, move
to the front and keep the dog 1 s head pointing straight ahead. This
will keep the hocks straight. As the judge completes his examination,
he will probably back up to get the full picture. Keep your dog
steady. If he moves, however, fix the leg as unobtrusively as
possible, moving it slowly but firmly so as not to throw the dog off
balance. Remember to divide your attention between judge and dog.

Gaiting your wolfhot..ncl
One of the biggest problems is learning to gait the dog to the
dog's best advantage. Some wolfhounds are, by nature, lazy movers.
Others simply refuse to move well inside the ring, although outside
the ring they will step out. The third type will move well both in and
out of the ring. Let's think about the first two types for a moment.
When you train these dogs, you should work them on a choke chain
collar and, stepping out as rapidly as possible, use it to speed the
dog up with a series of quick pulls rather than sustained pressure on
the neck. Make him move as fast as possible without breaking stride.
When you get the dog moving, run around in a large circle at least
five or six times w.i thout stopping. When you do stop, set the dog up
and keep him posed for several minutes. Then start off again in your
gaiting practice. It may be weeks of practice before the dog is moving
with maximum efficiency. Also, the IW may go into a temporary slump
after a week or so , where in typical wolfhound fashion they decide
they would rather not run around in this 11 absurd 11 way. It is all
important that you not give into the dog at this point, but continue
your training sessions, making it as much fun as possible for both of
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you. The dog will come around to your way of thinking.
Dog gaits are often ruined by handlers who do not step out with
their dogs. How many times have you watched an IW owner move around
the ring with small little steps while his dog was doing his utmost to
really step out? What these people end up doing, over a period of
weeks, is training the dog to slow down to their pace. Then they
complain that their hound won't move.
When moving an IW, you must always step out in a good long stride.
Don't try to slow the dog down. If he isn't breaking stride, then you
must move as fast as possible to keep pace with him. You should be an
extension of the dog when he is in motion. Your movement should blend
in with his so that an observer would only notice the dog, not the
handler.
With a large dog such as an IW, when you are moving in a pattern
away from or toward the judge, it is sometimes difficult to keep the
dog moving in a straight line. However this is particularly important
with a sound dog as of course you want to show off everything the dog
has, using the maximum length of the ring. With giant breeds, it is
often difficult to maneuver them around so that you can start off
moving straight away from the judge; however, it can be done by
approaching the judge and making a small circle to the right in front
of the judge, and then moving straight away. Also, don't cut corners
on your pattern, as this again cuts down on the judge's visibility.
For example:
On the triangle,
This •
Not this • • •

. .0

0 --..

&CS
L

On the "L",
This •
Not this • •

0 __ _

Stopping the dog correctly in fron t of the judge is one of the most
difficult things for both of you to learn. I feel that this exercise
should be practiced in front of a t ree so that both of you get used to
stopping the proper distance away from it. Ideally, of course, we want
the dog to stop as if he had been set up but without his being set up.
This takes a lot of practice ••• But the point is to gait the dog with
maximum speed toward the judge and then stop quickly and correctly in
front of him. This can be done with some dogs by pulling up slightly
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on the collar and guiding the head with your right hand. Your position
would be at the head of the dog and to the right of him. In this way
you can check both the front and the rear to see if they have stopped
correctly . If not , you can, for example, by turning the head slightly
to the right, correct the left front leg i f it is in a "toe-out"
position. This is how this stopped position might look:
Another way to stop a dog, and control that stop , is~
to pivot in front of the dog and bait him. In this way,
you can manipulate the dog's position by showing him the
food. For example , if the dog stops short with his rear
legs too far under, you can bring him forward this way.
It takes many hours of practice to bring the dog to a '"'::J
You
stop where he looks best. Remember to stop about three
feet away from the judge so that he has a good view of
the dog.
A f8111 additional pointers:
1- Avoid conversation with other exhibitors in the ring.
2- Don 1 t set up too close behind or in front of another dog. If you
feel someone is crowding you unnecessarily , ask them nicely but firmly
to move back .
3- Keep one eye on the judge and one eye on your dog at all times .
4- Your attitude toward the judge is all important . When the judge
looks at your dog, look him in the eye as if to say , "This is a good
dog I've got here ."
5- Your attitude toward the dog is also important. You must communicate your confidence to your dog.
6- Trimming is all-important, as it is easy to lose a good IW under
too much hair or poorly trimmed hair . Over-trimming can be equally bad
7- Selection of the proper lead is all-important, too. For puppies
a nylon martingale or nylon choke. For adults, normally a choke chain
is best . If you have trouble with a dog crabbing, you may find he is
pulling away from the chain and using a nylon choke ~ correct it.
8- Dress well in the ring . For men , coat and tie. For women, a dress
of reasonable length and for both, rubber-soled shoes.
9- Show only a dog worthy of a title. You are not helping the breed
or yourself by showing an IW of poor type or poor movement.

0

To close , I would like to quote Will Mooney in his address to the
Owner Handler Association of America. "The owner who handles his own
dog to the title looks back over the campaign with a certain pride
which he will long hold in his memory."
~ePe8~8~0q0~
Jill Bregy has been a breeder of Irish Wolfhounds for many years. Her
"Wildisle" hounds (owner handled) have won Groups, Specialties and
All-breed shows, and in 1987, she was the judge for our NCIWC
Specialty. Our thanks to Jill for her permission to reprint this
article which appeared in the 1972 Harp & Hound, Vol. XXIII, No. 4.

- Ed.

~
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Before trying to give large dogs oral medication, back them into a
corner and have them "sit". This position makes treatment easier.
- Dr. Tracy Peace
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To clean tar-coated animals, massage lard into the coat and then
shampoo it out. Repeat until the coat is clean.
- Dr. Shari Lyons
To improve the efficacy of a flea dip, , add 2 caps full of a skin
moisturizer to each gallon of dip. This helps the dip adhere to the
animal's coat better and increases its residual effect.
- Veterinary Medicine
There 1 s a new oral hygiene spray for pets which neutralizes mouth
odors, controls bacteria and promotes gingival health. It is Sulcazyme
spray, is formulated not to be rinsed and is safe for sensitive teeth.
- Kennel Healthline
LeadCheck Swabs enable pet owners to test for the presence of lead
around the home and on pets' toys and cages. The swabs are specific
for lead and give results in less than a minute. The tip of the swab
turns pink if lead is present.
Kennel Healthline
See page 60 of the April 9th issue of People magazine for one great
fuzzy face - and one not so great!!

How can I tell when she's In heat?

MAX.
For the life of your dog.

Only the Nutro MAX line lltfers
the consistency of a chicken, rice
anJ lamb diet for all stages of your
dog's life.
Proper nutrition and a consistent
diet are at the heart of a dog's health
and happiness.The chicken, rice and
lamb formula of the MAX product
line offers your dog both proper nutrition and consistency in taste, stool
performance, and skin and coat
conditioning.

At Nutro, we've spent o\'er 60 years
developing the perfect food~ for
puppies, ~\dult dogs and older, less
active or overweight dogs. MAX,
MAX Puppy and MAX Special are
each uniquely formulated to provide
the finest ingredients in the proper
amounts to keep your dog happy and
healthy for life.

NutroMAX

The best dog food in the world.

Nutro Products, Inc. 445 Wi lson Way, City of Industry, CA 91744
1-(800) 833-5330
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